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It used to work perfectly, but then I rebooted and it stopped working. It was like mouse and keyboard stopped working. And now, it
works every once in awhile. has anyone here ever used pycharm? carif: "here"? jhutchins, good guess but seems like you need to tell him
how to do so, from the dmesg output it is a little bit strange gordonjcp, /join #python carif: okay OerHeks: I know how to do it - I'm just
not sure what he needs. gordonjcp, yea, it does not understand my sftp command *nods* carif: yes, I think it's a known problem carif:
Filezilla is the usual FTP client, but you don't want to be downloading stuff from a stranger. Can someone help me figure out why my
mouse and keyboard are not working properly? jhutchins, no, see line 514. he has no permissions to paste :/ jhutchins, why not? do you
have a better one? jhutchins, he is asking to be allowed to paste, no need to be defensive just have a look at the URL, he's not providing
any detail, I suspect he's trying to get an illegal download and just saying he can't paste the URL For some reason, when my mouse
moves, the screen kind of jumps from place to place. It seems really weird and even after I move it away it keeps doing it. OerHeks: I'm
not defensive, I'm just trying to figure out what is going on here. he's just talking rubbish Is there a way to fix this issue? gordonjcp, yea,
I could download the.jar file, but I wanted to use the ".py"
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